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Rules «FBBSI GRAND PRIX 2022» for Spors dogs 
 

1. «Utility Dogs» 
 
The aim is to promote participation in working dog sport tests with the BBS. 
 
counting: Results of all officially advertised exams according to 
 
- IGP PO all trials (incl. IGP, IBGH, IFH, Mondioring) 
- National PO (ie. Utilitydog, Trackingdog, Waterrescuedog, etc./not final) 
- GPr or single level from the Utility dog-trials 
 
Additional special trophy for the daily winner at the following FBBSI tournaments:  
 

1. GWS Swisscup Sport&Show, KV Fricktal (CH), SA 25th June 2022 

2. GWS Club-/Swiss Championship KV Fricktal (CH), SA 5th November 2022 

3. GWS CM/SM Tracking, SC OG St. Gallen (CH), SU 20th November 2022 

 
Subject to change. 
 
 
The special trophy 2022 for the daily winner will be awarded at each of the tournaments listed above, regardless of 

membership in the FBBSI. The winner of the day will be determined according to the points awarded. 

 
1st  
 
Period: from 1st January to 31st December 
 
Points given: exam start = 1 point 
 training title level 1 = 3 points 
 training title level 2 = 5 points 
 training title level 3 = 7 points 
 ex = 3 additional points 
 vg = 2 additional points 
 g = 1 additional point 
 work in trials with 300 points = 2 additional points 
 (incl. all categories Mondioring) 
 
 GPr with «ex» = 3 points 
 GPr with «vg» = 2 points 
 single level with «ex» = 2 points 
 single level with «vg» = 1 point 
 
 FBBSI tournament double points 
 
Supp. documents: Copy of performance booklet, performance sheets and ranking lists 
 
 
BBS whose owners are members or partners of the FBBSI through a breed club or a breeders' association can take part 

in the annual competition. The points must be obtained under at least two different judges if several tests are taken. The 

owners themselves are responsible for the administration of the points of their BBS and the timely communication of the 

results to the office of the FBBSI. 
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Winner in the annual competition: «Winner FBBSI GRAND PRIX 2022» 
Collect your results and make a list per dog for the competition at the end of the year. Send both the receipts and the list 
per dog to the FBBSI information center by January 31 for evaluation. In the event of a tie, the higher number of training 
titles or the higher examination level decides. In case of doubt, the information center makes the final decision. 
 
After checking and confirming the submitted results, the winner will receive a corresponding certificate and trophy. 
 
 
 
The trophies should be handed over within 6 months of the following year at an agreed place. Responsibility for 
time and place rests with the winner. If the winner has not made an appointment within these 6 months, the trophy 
will be used for other club purposes. 
 
 
 
 
In case of uncertainty, the German text takes precedence over other language translations. 
 
 
 


